DEPRESSION IN MEN

IT’S NOT A SIGN OF WEAKNESS, IT’S A FACT... GUYS GET DEPRESSED.

COMMON SYMPTOMS

- FEELING DOWN OR HOPELESS
- CHANGES IN SLEEP
- TIRED OR HAVING LITTLE ENERGY

OTHER SYMPTOMS IN MEN

- ANGER OR IRRITABILITY
- FEELING STRESSED OUT
- FEELINGS OF GUILT

HEADSUPGUYS HAS HELPED MILLIONS OF MEN WORLDWIDE IN THEIR FIGHT AGAINST DEPRESSION BY PROVIDING TIPS, TOOLS, INFORMATION ABOUT PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, AND RECOVERY STORIES.

SHARE OUR RESOURCE

LET THE MEN IN YOUR LIFE KNOW THAT RECOVERY IS POSSIBLE.

INFO@HEADSUPGUYS.ORG

SUPPORT HEADSUPGUYS
JOIN THE FIGHT AND DONATE TO KEEP HEADSUPGUIYS GOING

HEADSUPGUYS.ORG
VISIT HEADSUPGUYS.ORG

- Practical tips for fighting depression
- How to reach out and build a support system
- Information about professional services
- Over 80 stories from men who have fought depression

TRY OUR SELF CHECK

Our screening tool, though not diagnostic, can help inform a guy about his health and provide prompts for action.

TAKE OUR STRESS TEST

- Identify common stressors that can lead or contribute to depression.
- Share the results with a doctor or therapist to kick-start your conversation and recovery.

FOR FRIENDS AND FAMILY

- Tips for supporting a guy who may be fighting depression
- How to manage suicide risk
- How to take care of yourself while supporting others

FIND A THERAPIST

- Our therapist directory makes it easier for men to find qualified therapists with experience and expertise supporting men.
- Talk therapy is one of the most effective and widely used treatments for depression.

YOU ARE NOT ALONE

IT IS POSSIBLE TO BEAT DEPRESSION

A lot of guys have made it back from dark places they never thought they would return from.